Abstract: This study presents a new online method for speaker segmentation and clustering in real-world environments. It analyses and discusses the difficulties of online speaker diarisation and proposes a new segmentation and clustering method, in which the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and the normalised cross-likelihood ratio (NCLR) are combined into an online speaker diarisation system. A new decision parameter for BIC and NCLR is proposed using normalisation with reference criterion selection (NRCS), together with a window normalisation technique called window-length compensation (WLC), which normalises the criterion value according to analysed window length. The effectiveness of the proposed system and techniques in comparison to the standard offline speaker diarisation system (mClust) is demonstrated on the Slovenian Broadcast News database (BNSI) and an English Broadcast News database (the HUB-4). The online system presented in this study achieves similar performance to the BIC-based offline approach.
Introduction
The aim of speaker segmentation and clustering, also referred to as speaker diarisation, is to localise and segment individual homogenous speaker data in a conversational audio file or stream. In general, speaker diarisation answers the question 'Who spoke when?'. The ways audio streams are processed can be divided into online and offline approaches. Offline approaches have access to all the recording material before they start processing it and are generally better described in the literature (e.g. [1] ). Online approaches, on the other hand, only have access to data that have been recorded up to the current instant of processing. In such approaches only a small latency (in seconds) in output is allowed, which means that only a limited amount of input data are available for processing. No information about the complete recording material is available at any time. Online approaches start with one speaker at the beginning of the recording and iteratively increase the number of speakers as they intervene.
Many different techniques for segmentation and clustering can be used in an iterative manner for offline speaker diarisation [2] . Most offline clustering algorithms use hierarchical formats, in which speech segments are iteratively split or merged until the actual number of speakers is reached. Top-down clustering techniques [3] start with one or a small number of segments that are further split into the real number of speaker segments. Bottom-up clustering techniques [4] do the opposite because the audio stream is divided into homogenous audio segments, often using the generalised likelihood ratio (GLR) [5] , and then grouped/clustered using the selected clustering method. The bottom-up clustering technique is the most popular and widely used clustering technique because of its superior performance [1, 3] .
Online clustering is more restrictive compared to offline clustering because the speaker merging/splitting decision has to be made on the fly and iterative methods cannot be applied. model-selection task between two competing models. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is often used for the task of model selection because it is very effective and straightforward [6, 7] . This method has the advantage that no prior knowledge of the acoustic conditions is required and also no prior model training is needed.
This method works and achieves good performance in specific environments but can perform very poorly in certain conditions that are common in real-world environments. The main problem of online speaker diarisation is segmentation of short speaker segments of 7 s or less [8] . In these conditions, speaker variations limit proper model generation and comparison because of the different phonetic contexts. This problem is normally absent in offline speaker segmentation in which proper speaker models can be generated on longer acoustic homogenous parts of the same speaker, and can then be used to successfully cluster short segments.
This paper examines the problem of online speaker diarisation [4, 9] in conditions with limited speaker data and presents methods that try to compensate for the lack of information in short segments. The problem of absolute threshold selection is discussed because threshold selection represents a shortcoming in all major diarisation and segmentation methods (online and offline). Finally, a novel threshold selection approach is given, in which a reference criterion value is used for the segmentation and clustering decision.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents previous work on this topic. Section 3 describes the BIC speaker segmentation method. Section 4 presents an adapted model-based method for segmentation and clustering. Section 5 introduces the proposed segmentation method. Section 6 presents the experimental design. Section 7 introduces the evaluation method. Section 8 discusses the results, and the conclusion is given in Section 9.
Previous work in speaker diarisation and speaker recognition
In the field of unsupervised speaker diarisation, BIC represents the most widely used segmentation criterion. BIC is an efficient speaker diarisation method with reasonable computational complexity and one tuneable parameter [4] . It is commonly used as either the main segmentation approach in online systems or as a pre-/postsegmentation step during offline segmentation/clustering. Although good performance can be achieved with BIC, the criterion still has some performance disadvantages. The segmentation of short speaker segments (shorter than 7 s) can be particularly problematic using the BIC criterion, as is pointed out in [6] .
Statistical model-based approaches that are commonly used for speaker recognition and verification have an advantage in this area. These methods benefit from using a universal background model (UBM) [1, 10 -12] for normalisation because speaker phonetic variations in short segments can be compensated for using data assembled from a general UBM speaker model. The cross-likelihood ratio (CLR) measure [12] uses UBM models and normalisation to calculate speaker segment diversity. A very similar approach is used in the adapted model-based bilateral scoring-based speaker change detection ABLS-SCD statistical framework [8] . These two methods share the cross-probability concept of XBIC [13] with added normalisation using an adapted UBM model and with better model capability because multiple Gaussians are used to model speaker features instead of just one Gaussian.
A slightly different CLR-based method called the normalised cross-likelihood ratio (NCLR) measure was presented by the same author [14] in the area of speaker verification. The main difference between these two measures is that, in the case of NCLR, the normalisation term is also adapted. This technique increases performance in conditions in which the training data for the UBM and the testing data differ significantly.
Although good segmentation performance can be achieved using all the methods mentioned above, threshold selection (tuning) of criterion parameters remains a problem when achieving optimal performance on a new database. This paper introduces a new online speaker diarisation method that uses BIC for segmentation and NCLR for segmentation point verification and clustering. In addition, we introduce additional normalisation techniques that enhance speaker diarisation performance.
Bayesian information criterion
The BIC is an asymptotically optimal likelihood criterion penalised by model complexity, as introduced by Schwarz in 1971 [15] . The BIC likelihood expression is defined as [7] 
where log P(X|M j ) is the log likelihood of training data X for model M j , l is the weight of the second term and N represents the number of samples. The item b j represents the number of parameters in the model M j .
3.1 BIC model selection for speaker segmentation and clustering 15] . A model-selection test is carried out in a sliding window using two sub-windows [7] in order to calculate speaker segment similarity at frame i, whereby model M 2 is chosen over M 1 if the expression DBIC ¼ BIC 1 2 BIC 2 is negative. M 1 is defined using data X drawn from a single full-covariance Gaussian, whereas M 2 is defined using data X ¼ [X A ; X B ] from two full-covariance Gaussians.
Full-covariance matrices are employed to define model complexity. Cluster and speaker turn decision making is made according to [7] 
where 
Normalised adapted modelbased approach for segmentation and clustering
This paper focuses on the NCLR criterion for speaker clustering and for verification of speaker turn candidates. NCLR is based on a statistical approach that involves a cross-log likelihood measure and UBM-based score normalisation to measure speaker differences. We used NCLR in our experiments because a performance increase over CLR was shown in [14] .
For the task of speaker segmentation and clustering a NCLR-derived criterion is used as follows
where M A represents the model adapted with data extracted from sub-window X A , M B represents the model adapted with data extracted from sub-window X B . In (3) L is represented as L( . ) ¼ log(P), where P is the probability. For the purpose of segmentation and clustering we introduce a threshold parameter, to which the criterion value is compared and the segmentation/clustering decision is made. In the case of speaker segmentation, a speaker-turn candidate is chosen if the value of NCLR(X A , X B ) is greater than the threshold value. For clustering, a segment is merged with an existing cluster if NCLR(X A , X B ) is smaller than the threshold value. The threshold value is chosen separately for segmentation and clustering.
5 Online speaker diarisation using CLR calculation with reference criterion selection This paper introduces a combined segmentation and clustering method that integrates the BIC criterion with the NCLR criterion. This online diarisation system uses BIC for the pre-segmentation of hypothesised speaker change point candidates and NCLR for final speaker change point and clustering decisions.
In the proposed approach, BIC is applied to pre-select speaker candidates and to select sub-window boundaries in which only speech of one speaker is to be found. Our previous work [16] , in which we analysed cross-likelihood measures that use UBM for normalisation, indicated that such measures are more robust at segmentation than BIC, with better performance in conditions with limited speaker data. In order to take advantage of this ability in our system, longer equal-size subwindows are extracted from the BIC window selection information during the segmentation. Equal-size windows are used with the NCLR criterion values because variable-size window selection would make the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) probability computed in the criterion fluctuate more. The stabilised criterion advantage outweighs the lesser data presented with a fixed-window scenario compared to a variable-size window scenario. Equal-size windows were used only for segmentation but not for clustering because they worsened performance.
Window selection strategy for speaker segmentation
The window selection strategy for speaker diarisation is used to determine the speaker data for comparison. Data are selected in a main window that is later split into two subwindows used to build speaker models when applying the chosen criterion. The proper window selection strategy is crucial for high speaker diarisation accuracy. Window selection has to be performed in a way that prevents a mix-up of more than one speaker's data in one sub-window. In addition, care has to be taken when selecting the size of a sub-window because too little speaker data in a sub-window results in an imperfect speaker model representation. At this point, false insertions or deletions of boundaries can occur [7] .
For the proposed segmentation method, we use variablesize window selection for BIC [4] sub-window selection for NCLR. Fig. 1 presents the subwindow selection strategy used with BIC. Fig. 1a shows sub-window selection in the initial window, where subwindow X A is increased whereas sub-window X B is decreased so that all speaker candidates in the window are analysed. Sub-windows are not selected at the edges of the window because there are insufficient data to build a proper speaker model. In Fig. 1 , T point represents the intersection point between sub-windows X A and X B where the BIC criterion is applied. Fig. 1b shows a window selection/re-selection strategy, in which the window size is incremented to the value of MAXWINSIZE, which is experimentally determined on the development set. To limit computational complexity, we use the sliding window approach shown in Fig. 1c , if the window size is equal to or greater than MAXWINSIZE.
We propose a new variable sub-window selection strategy for the NCLR, in which the size of the sub-window is adapted to the size of the smallest sub-window used in BIC. Fig. 1d shows the adaptation of the window used for the NCLR criterion, where T point represents the BIC hypothesised speaker turn candidate, at which the NCLR speaker turn test is applied using the adapted window and sub-window.
Window-length compensation
Comparing a log-likelihood-based speaker segmentation criterion value with a threshold value can be troublesome because the criterion value depends on the amount and type of speaker data used. Both these parameters are dependent on the window length. Therefore we propose a method that adapts the criterion value according to the length of the window.
To compare the values of the NCLR criterion in various conditions (e.g. the influence of sub-window size), the mean NCLR criterion value with different sub-window sizes was analysed on the BNSI Broadcast News database [17] .
The result of this analysis is presented in Fig. 2 , in which the relationship of sub-window size and the mean NCLR criterion value is shown using a fourth degree polynomial fit. This polynomial curve was later used to compute the NCLR value in relationship to the sub-window size. The NCLR adaptation factor was defined as
where WLC represents the window-length compensation factor for NCLR, Len represents the analysis window length, Len REF represents the reference window length (defined experimentally) and PolyFit represents the fourth degree polynomial fit. We used the WLC to adapt (3) as follows
where WLC represents the adaptation factor, Len A represents the length of the sub-window X A and Len B represents the length of sub-window X B .
In our previous work [16] we used a similar approach to compensate for varying window-length analyses in ABLS-SCD. When comparing the results, we noticed that NCLR is more robust to changes in the windows analysed because there was less fluctuation in the criterion of the same test data.
Normalisation technique for speaker segmentation and clustering
Almost all methods used for online speaker segmentation rely on absolute threshold selection for speaker turn selection and clustering. Proper thresholds are not always trivial to select because they often require a time-consuming 'trial and error' phase to pinpoint the proper threshold value; the process often has to be repeated when the test database is changed. Methods using threshold selection often give poor results under changing acoustic conditions.
In this paper we define normalisation with reference criterion selection (NRCS), which improves decision threshold selection and enhances overall segmentation performance.
The NRCS criterion is similar to the hypothesis search and selection used in speech recognition systems to select the hypothesis with the best log-likelihood. Normally, a decision regarding speaker segmentation is made using two sub-segments ( Fig. 3 ; sub-window X A , sub-window X B ).
The criterion is applied and computed in the intersection of those two sub-segments.
In NRCS, we further divide sub-window X A and subwindow X B as
where H scp represents the hypothesised speaker change point candidate, X AA represents the left part of sub-window X A , X AB represents the right part of sub-window X A , X BA represents the left part of sub-window X B and X BB represents the right part of sub-window X B . The process of window division and testing point selection is shown in Fig. 3 . Criterion test points and the main speaker change point criterion are defined as
where RCS represents the sub-window criterion reference, SCD represents the main speaker change point candidate and f denotes the criterion.
Reference criterion testing points are matched against the hypothesised speaker change candidate with
where r represents the decision threshold used to define the NRCS decision. Using (8) we can normalise the speaker change point with the criterion values obtained from homogeneous surrounding speaker audio data found in the left and right parts of the particular sub-window.
The final speaker change point decision can be made using www.ietdl.org
The final decision threshold is obtained individually for the particular criterion used.
Using (7) we can now define the NRCS formulation for BIC and NCLR segmentation terms. We define the reference criterion terms for BIC as
where N A represents the length of sub-window X A , N B represents the length of sub-window X B and |S| represents the determinant of the window/sub-window's covariance.
We also defined the normalisation approach for NCLR as
Reference criterion selections are calculated as DBIC RCS A and DBIC RCS B for BIC and as DNCLR RCS A and DNCLR RCS B for NCLR. These selections are used for comparison with the main speaker change point candidate SCD (8) . The speaker change points are defined according to (9).
Speaker clustering
Online speaker clustering is a straightforward process where speaker segments are compared to individual speaker data from clusters. A cluster represents speaker data segments from one speaker that were clustered before the segment currently compared. Based on the comparison, the segment is merged with the cluster or a new cluster is created if the speaker segment belongs to a speaker that is not in the cluster database. Offline speaker diarisation methods are much more complex in this respect because they use iterative approaches where clusters are merged selectively and final speaker change points are selected during the final iteration.
In our system we use the NCLR criterion presented in (3) for the speaker cluster merging decisions. Clusters C 0 , . . . , C N21 are compared to each new speaker segment X A . Clusters are merged or new clusters are created according to the condition
where min represents the minimal NCLR criterion value between the currently segmented speaker segment X A and the best matching cluster (C i ) for segment X A , N represents the number of clusters and CLUST TR is used in the expression as a decision threshold parameter for clustering. CLUST TR is experimentally determined on the development set.
When we use NCLR and NRCS together, expression (11) is re-formulated according to the NRCS framework presented in (8) . The reformulated clustering condition is defined as (NRCS A )
where NCLR(X AA , X AB ) represents the NCLR criterion value adapted and calculated on the same speech segment X A and r TR represents the NRCS threshold parameter applied for NCLR online clustering.
Cluster merging
It is necessary to merge speaker clusters because this optimises the speaker model presented in the cluster. Although only the first long speaker segment can be used for speaker cluster representation, merging or adapting the cluster improves the speaker model and enhances overall diarisation performance. Cluster adaptation is a simple process where speaker segments are added to segments already present in the cluster. During preliminary experiments, we analysed the difference between full adaptation (all speaker segments are added) and an adaptation method in which specific speaker segments were selected. We used the previously defined NRCS expression (Section 5.3) to select individual speaker segments suitable for the adaptation process. The speaker cluster was adapted with the given segment if the given segment satisfied the following rule
where ADAPT TR is the experimentally defined decision threshold used in the adaptation phase for speaker segment selection. Experimental results were identical when using full or specific segment selection adaptations. Based on the experimental results, we decided to use the adaptation method in which specific speaker segments were selected for the final system configuration.
The experimental results also showed that the same speaker voice characteristics, channel characteristics and background noise change during an audio stream in a domain such as broadcast news. when analysing the NRCS criterion value between the same speaker segments. We noticed that the same speaker segments that are located closer in time (local segments) achieved better similarity scores, such as when the segments were selected from the beginning and the end of an audio stream. Based on these findings, we decided to use a double clustering setup in which a speaker was presented using two clusters. The speaker's second cluster was built directly after the first one. Both clusters were adapted using the clustering method described above. Preliminary test results showed an increase in performance when using a double clustering configuration.
6 Experimental framework
Simplified system flowchart
A simplified flowchart of the system presented in this paper is shown in Fig. 4 . Mel frequency cepstral coefficient [1] vectors (with length 13) are produced every 10 ms with a window size of 32 ms in an acoustic front-end unit. These vectors already include speech/non-speech tags. When testing, the speech/non-speech information is derived directly from the reference audio transcription, but in actual usage automatic speech/non-speech information retrieval can be used [17] . During the window-selection process, the tag is used to avoid speaker change detection in non-speech segments. Non-speech segments have to be removed for online speaker clustering. If this is not done, segments are falsely clustered according to the non-speech information. The speech/non-speech classification was made using manual reference transcriptions. Offline methods are not as dependent on non-speech segmentation because clustering is done on small homogeneous parts.
The BIC criterion is calculated and the window selection process is repeated until a speaker change point fits the criterion described in (2). The hypothesised speaker change point is then accepted or rejected using the NCLR -NRCS -WLC approach. The same approach is used to assign proper clusters to segments during the clustering stage. Segments that cannot be assigned to an already existing cluster are modelled with a newly created cluster. This process is repeated for the length of the audio stream.
Slovenian BNSI Broadcast News speech database
The Slovenian BNSI Broadcast News speech database was used to evaluate the speaker segmentation and diarisation performance of the proposed methods. The database was designed in cooperation between the University of Maribor and the Slovenian national broadcaster, RTV Slovenia [18] . The BNSI database includes two different types of TV news shows. The first type is the evening news, in which a general overview of daily events is given. The second type is the late-night news, in which major events of the day are analysed. The speech corpus consists of 42 news shows, totalling 36 h of speech material. This material is further grouped into three sets: training, development and evaluation. The size of the training set is 30 h, whereas the sizes of the development and evaluation sets are 3 h each.
Two of the most frequently focused conditions in the BNSI database are F0 (read studio speech, 36.6%) and F4 (read or spontaneous speech with background other than music, 37.6%). In all, 16.2% of speech in the database is spontaneous, recorded in a studio environment (F1), and 6.0% is spoken in the presence of background music (F3). Altogether 1565 different speakers are present in the BNSI database. The majority (1069) are male, and 477 are female. The gender of the remaining 19 speakers was classified as unknown.
The distribution of speaker segments in the BNSI database according to their length is shown in Fig. 5 . Approximately 9% of speaker segments are shorter than 3 s. Such short segments are often incorrectly segmented with a speaker diarisation criterion such as BIC. 
English HUB4 Broadcast News speech database
To validate speaker segmentation and diarisation performance, the 1996 Broadcast News Speech Corpus was used [19] . The 1996 Broadcast News Speech Corpus contains a total of 104 h of broadcasts from ABC, CNN and CSPAN television networks and NPR and PRI radio networks with corresponding transcripts. From the available data we used the NIST 1996 HUB-4 extracted evaluation test material for continuous speech recognition for evaluation. The evaluation test data consist of approximately 3 h of speech, with 60% data content from television shows and 40% from radio shows. A subset of the training data together with the NIST 1996 development test material was used for UBM training and tuning of segmentation and clustering parameters, respectively. The training material incorporates around 10 h of speech material.
Evaluation environment
The UBM GMM for NCLR and CLR models was trained using 450 mixtures and 2 h of speech data from the training set. The training data only included audio segments labelled as speech, where speech also occurred in adverse acoustic conditions (e.g. background music, overlapping speech). The non-speech segments were excluded from the training phase using manually transcribed reference transcriptions. Only diagonal-covariance matrices were involved in the training and adaptation of the UBM model. The UBM GMM model training required for NCLR and CLR during the development phase was performed using the expectation -maximisation (EM) algorithm [20, 21] . Following (3), adaptation of the UBM GMM was performed using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation [22, 23] . Only the means were adapted to reduce the computational complexity. Further on, MAP adaptation was carried out using a relevance factor of 14 [23] .
BIC was employed with the advance window selection strategy as described in Section 5.1, in which the MAXWINSIZE was set to 20 s with a 4-s initial window size. The fixed-window size test was done using a 4-s fixed window, with two 2-s sub-windows.
A trial and error procedure was used to set NRCS and NCLR thresholds to: ADAPT TR (2.0), r TR (0.5) and CLUST TR (2.5).
Evaluation method

Evaluation metrics
The primary metric for speaker diarisation -that is, speaker segmentation and clustering -is the overall speaker diarisation error rate (DER) [1] . DER is the percentage of time that the system misattributes speaker segments.
Speaker segmentation performance achieved during speaker segmentation is usually expressed by two types of error measures. A false alarm occurs when a speaker change is detected even though it does not exist. This type of error is measured using the precision measure (P). This measure is defined as P = number of correctly found boundaries total number of boundaries found (15) Misdetection occurs when the algorithm does not detect an existing speaker change. This type is measured using the recall measure (R). This measure is defined as R = number of correctly found boundaries total number of correct boundaries (16) The combined F-measure (F ) is also used to evaluate the performance and to compare the results with other systems. This measure is defined as
A margin is used for evaluation at each detected speaker change point. If the hypothesised speaker change is within the 1-s margin before or after the reference point, then the turn is considered correct.
Direct speaker clustering performance is expressed as a cluster purity measure. The metric measures the percentage of improper speaker speech frames in a cluster. The measure we used calculates the speaker cluster purity on a frame basis.
Reference cluster purity measures how many of a particular speaker's data were correctly labelled; this measure is defined as follows
Reference purity = number of correctly assigned frames all reference speaker frames (18) Computed cluster purity on the other hand measures how many of the speaker labels were incorrectly assigned. The measure is defined as
Computed purity = number of correctly assigned frames all computed speaker frames (19) Speaker cluster purity in this article is presented twice: for mapped clusters alone, and for mapped and unmapped clusters together. Unmapped clusters are labelled segments not belonging to a particular speaker; that is, incorrectly assigned clusters.
Offline reference speaker diarisation system (bottom-up clustering)
An offline reference speaker diarisation system (mClust) was used to define a reference result. MClust is a software package dedicated to speaker diarisation [24] . The segmentation and clustering is based on bottom-up clustering, in which the signal is first split into small homogeneous segments using the GLR. These segments are later clustered using the selected clustering method and, finally, the boundaries are adjusted.
The tools provided allow BIC hierarchical clustering, Viterbi decoding using GMM models trained by EM or MAP and CLR hierarchical clustering using GMM (clustering based on automatic speaker recognition methods).
Results
Results on the Slovenian BNSI database
BIC was used as the online reference method for speaker segmentation and clustering. We also used the offline diarisation system presented in Section 7.2 to compare online and offline speaker diarisation systems' performance.
Methods were analysed using various selected diarisation criteria: † speaker segmentation performance (precision, recall, F-measure), † clustering performance (cluster purity) and † overall performance (DER metric). Table 1 shows the segmentation performance of the methods analysed with the same fixed-size window selection approach on the BNSI database. The data show that CLR achieves better performance than NCLR. We can attribute the performance gain with CLR to the normalisation technique, in which the cross-likelihood term is directly compared to the UMB likelihood and not to the adapted likelihood presented in NCLR. Speaker change candidates with segments that do not match the UBM model are therefore discarded and this improves performance in the case of CLR. When observing the recordings we noticed that a non-adapted UBM normalisation likelihood is better for segmentation on segments with background noise (changing microphone, various sounds). Despite its better segmentation performance, CLR was not used for the system design because preliminary clustering tests gave a DER value of approximately 30%. Table 2 shows segmentation performance of the methods analysed with BIC using variable-size window selection on the BNSI database. A clear performance advantage in the form of better precision is noticed when using a statistical model-based approach such as NCLR. We found better precision in BIC segmentation when using NRCS, and better performance is gained mostly on speaker turns with noisy segments. When comparing offline and online speaker turn selection approaches, similar performance in terms of F-measure value is observed. In our selected test database, mClust-BIC achieved slightly better performance than mClust-CLR. This performance difference can be attributed to the different internal system parameter setups of the two reference test systems, which we did not examine or tune. Tables 3 and 4 show clustering performance expressed with cluster purity for mapped and unmapped clusters (Table 3 ) and for mapped clusters only (Table 4) . When analysing the results, better clustering purity can be seen in the systems featuring the proposed NRCS and WLC approaches. From the data presented, similar clustering performance can be observed for the proposed online BIC -NCLR -NRCS -WLC and the reference offline mClust-BIC system. Table 5 shows the overall speaker diarisation performance of the methods analysed on the BNSI database. The offline mClust-CLR system achieves the highest overall clustering performance. The proposed online system BIC-NCLR-NRCS-WLC achieves better performance when compared to a BIC-based offline speaker diarisation system.
From the tests analysis, clear performance advantages of UBM GMM-based cross-likelihood methods are seen compared to BIC-based segmentation methods. We contribute the performance increase mainly to the improved speaker modelling and normalisation capabilities of the NCLR criterion compared with the BIC criterion, which uses only a one-dimensional Gaussian for speaker model representation and diversity calculations. NCLR cross-likelihood criterion uses multiple Gaussians for speaker modelling and speaker normalisation, which helps segmentation and clustering in situations with limited data where phonetic sequences of the same speaker can cause false speaker boundary detection and false creation of a new speaker cluster.
The enhancement techniques presented here successfully enhanced system performance. There was a significant advantage to using NRCS in the clustering stage, in which a high-performance increase was achieved. NRCS also increased segmentation performance. WLC also proved to enhance the system's performance, although it produced a much lower performance increase than NRCS did. It must be noted that in our final system we only used WLC to adjust the NCLR criterion in situations in which the analysis window was within the range of 100 -800 frames (1 -8 s) . In this range the influence of the window length on the criterion proved to be linear. In larger windows we determined that the window length depends much more on the type of data in the window itself. Therefore updating windows larger than this resulted in an overall decrease in performance.
Experiments were done in which the BIC tuning parameter was decreased (in reference to standalone BIC performance) in order to increase potential speaker-turn candidates presented to NCLR. These experiments failed to give better performance mainly because BIC pre-selection incorrectly selected speaker candidates prior to the real speaker boundary point, which led to segment boundaries being incorrectly selected. Such segments often have speaker information from multiple speakers and are therefore very hard to cluster.
The decision to use NCLR instead of CLR for segmentation and clustering was confirmed by our previous experiments, in which NCLR gave a 10% better DER compared to CLR. We attribute the performance disadvantage of CLR to its different normalisation term, in which a generic UBM model without test database adaptation is used. Differences between UBM training and diarisation testing data can therefore influence segmentation and clustering decisions. Table 6 shows segmentation performance of methods analysed with BIC using variable-size window selection on the HUB-4 database. As for the BNSI database, a clear performance advantage in the form of better precision and F-measure is noted when using NCLR and NRCS. When comparing offline and online speaker turn selection approaches, a slightly better performance of offline methods is noted. Overall segmentation performance on the HUB-4 database compared to BNSI decreased. When analysing the HUB-4 we found longer (3-s) silence sections in the database that were not transcribed as non-speech. Databases are normally transcribed so that speaker boundary points are selected in the middle of a short, non-transcribed, non-speech segment between speakers. In a database with longer nontranscribed, non-speech segments (like HUB-4), the likelihood of misdetected speaker turns and falsely selected speaker turns is higher because the calculated speaker turn is not placed in the specified interval to the reference speaker point. Table 7 shows the analysed methods' overall speaker diarisation performance on the HUB-4 database. The offline mClust-CLR system achieves the highest overall clustering performance. The proposed BIC -NCLR -NRCS -WLC online system achieves better performance when compared to a BIC-based offline speaker diarisation system. Overall diarisation performance on the HUB-4 database compared to BNSI increased. This improved diarisation performance can be attributed to the better signal-to-noise ratio and the better speaker diversity found in the HUB-4 database.
Results on the English HUB4 database
Conclusions
Online speaker diarisation is attracting attention because of research interests in combining speaker diarisation with large vocabulary online speech recognition. In speech recognition systems, speaker diarisation systems are used to boost recognition performance with acoustic models adapted with individual speakers' speech data. Most of these approaches are currently run offline, but online speaker diarisation systems are needed for online video subtitling. www.ietdl.org This paper analysed online segmentation and clustering approaches and presented techniques to further enhance performance. The online system presented combines the BIC speaker segmentation criterion and the GMM-based NCLR first used in the domain of speaker verification. The concept of combining these two methods proved to be reasonable, given the performance advantage over BIC alone presented in the previous section.
The paper also introduces additional techniques that increase system performance. Performance was enhanced with a specific, less complex cluster adaptation technique and with methods that limit or normalise the influence of threshold selection (NRCS, WLN).
The performance of the systems and enhancing methods presented was demonstrated on the Slovenian BNSI and on the HUB-4 broadcast news database.
From these results it can be concluded that online speaker segmentation performance achieves similar results to the BIC-based offline speaker segmentation and clustering system; therefore performance improvements in online large vocabulary speech recognition systems are feasible.
